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FROTHS?

k new prophet has arisen*

e<L*t) i^j^'7

John &• Glfford, Professor

of Economics at tho Un Ivors Ity of Queensland has a seheaie which
will enable ell wage and salary earner* te double their real
Income in thirty-one yearel
Sow thle mass-scale 'get rich c$uiok' aehem* le eomething
indeed!

Only adopt thle and all your aone will live to tee

their real atandard of living doubled without marrying tee
boaa'a daughter1
Ho wonder the Professor feele Justified In challenging •all Farllamenterlane* trade unionista (ikllled end unskilled),
•alar led employees. Including Minis tare* Judges end even
Severnere* to examine his propositions end accept his gift.
0ifford's new book "lieges, inflation productivity" has
a sub-title - "Adequate adjustment of wages* margins* salaries
to inflation productivity, prosperity",

this book ia a peculiar combination of correct end helpful
facta and theories, with Incorrect and misleading ones.
The unwary reader therefore, is confronted with two dangers.
If he sees through the nonsense he le likely to jettison also
much that is very useful.

On the other hand, if he accepts what

mates s sense, he may be lead unsuspectingly into swallowing a good
teal of nonsense,
Tho scheme of this analysis therefore will first outline
Olfford's main ideas, then deal with those of them which should
be accepted and finally deal with those which should be rejected.
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rrofecsor G if ford makes e forthright attack on the Common*
wealth Conciliation and Arbitration Commission for adopting
faliaeloua "wagee*prloes-spiral" theory or whet la sometimes
celled "cost-inflation" theory,
Aa a result the Commissi im baa failed over a period of years
to do what tho rrofeaeer regards aa its basic daty:

that is,

to provide systematic upward adjustment of all minimum wages and
salaries (both as to the basic wage portion and as to marginal
portion), eo that the real income should not be reduoed by
monetary Inflation*
The professor says that It la impossible for the Commission
te esuse Inflation by Inereaelng wagee* because inflation has
nothing to do with the coet of wages or any other costs, hat is
one to deliberate economic policy of Governments,

Therefore,

for fear of causing inflation, wage-fixing authorities have
acted over-ecutlouely.
For the same reeeon the Commission has fallen down on what
the Professor says is its second main duty}

gradually advancing

all minimum wages and salaries In keeping with Increased
productivity.
He accordingly reeommende that the Commisilon should
immediately adopt a policy to correct the Injustice to all workers
who are paid strictly on award ratea* and discusses hew this
best can be done.

Glfford, who considers that the «C* series retell price
index (corrected to exclude rent) ia the meet satisfactory longterm guide for measuring retail price movements, believes however*
that what he calls "goods riaea In the price level** should be
excluded from consideration in effecting Increases to offset
monetary inflation.

That is to say when shertagee of goods

(cay seasonal shortages of onions or potatoee) cause an increase
in prices associated with the demand being greater than the
supply* then this ia not e factor in monetary Inflation and does
not Justify en increase In wages,
Product ion and ^arnln&a both Increase 47g
The Professor else examines increases in productivity.
According to him the Inereaae In the volume of production per
person engaged fer the period 1938-33 to 1359-60 wee 47$ end
the increase in reel average annual wage earnings of male end
female wage and salary eomere wee also 47%,

Similar statistics

from the United States eemfirm the rrefeeeer in the conclusion
that - "the tendency of competition In a free enterprise economy
Is to make ell ineomec in such periods (of monetary inflation)
rice in the long run by roughly the seme percentage ee production
per head,"
"Wage earnings* are not to be confused with "wage rates".
In Australia the Index is compiled from pay-roll tax returns,
end consequently includes overtime, over-award payments* doublejobs and wages end salaries not only of industrial and whitecollar workers (i.e. rough$ly thoee covered by trade unions and
the various clerlcel, technical and professional aesoclatlona).

but all thoee top executives and junior executives* who receive
a aalary.
According to the Professor* under modern conditions of
Inflationary monetary policy, it is inevitable that the total
amount of such incases increases by the seme degree aa does
productivity, and thle happene, over a sufficiently long period
with or without the help of trade unions or arbitration courts*
JEEHSSS.

If this is the caee* one may wonder* at this point, why
unions, courts, or even the rrofeeeor'e formula are necessary at
all*

If Increases of average reel "earninge" approximate average

increased production pw

head. Justice would seem to be done.

The Frofeeeor explains the chief influence whioh unions and
wage-fixing euthorltles have, apart from hastening the inevitable
is to "tidy up the ragged lower edge of the wage structure* and
to give "the poor bargainers'* emenget the wage earners a fair
share*

In Australia with so many employees of Governments and

semi-Governmental bodice* which do not pey above aware rates*
the "ragged lower edge* is fairly largo.
The wage adjustments which the Frofeeeor recommends favour
thoee on award rates*

He proposes that no increases should be

awarded those who now enjoy above-award payments until such time
es the increaaed award rates cateh up to the above-award payments*
Unemployment.
Professor Gifford distinguishes two types of unemployment*
There le what he ealla "recession or depression" unemployment•

-5It Is not the purpose of his book to discuss this*
levertheless he has something to cay about it which deserves
quotetlon i"In the bad old days before governments learnt to
understand the effect of stone tar y policy in causing end curing
depressions* the only idee expressed as a cure for depression
unemployment was to reduce wages. This was all that buslnssa
men could think oft it was the only thing in their power, the
only thing in the power of wage-fixing authorities* It la now
recognised that* though this does tend to Increase employment
in the long run* It has very clow effecte compared with the
effeete of the stimulus which monetary expansion exercises on
Any well-informed government*
the demand for goods and labour.
feced with depression or recces Ion, would adopt a policy of
monetary expansion. In this new environment, wage-fixing
authorities will never have te undertake^general reduction of
minimum wages. Their only problems ere concerned with how and
when to increase them* how often* how much * whether evenly or
unevenly* and whether In times of recession they ehould pause
for a while la raising minimum wages to give the demand for
*
labour time to Increase sufficiently*'' (page 52)
Elsewhere he explains that there may be "occasional short
periods of recession and recovery: In these periods unemployment
may rise to 3 or 4 or 5 p9V cent as a result of e cause distinct
from wage fixation, Such recesalon unemployment would happen
no matter whioh Sesle Wage was set," (page 7 9 ) .
Wage-fixing authorities - "can rely on Governmente adopting
anti-depression policies coon after a mild recession starts and
can expect any recession to be overcome in a year te eighteen
men the* * (\>aty i *•)
The other types of unemployment* Gifford ealle "avoidable
unemployment* which can result from the Arbitration Commission
fixing minimum wagee too high. If they should happen to do
this it Is not e very serious matter and all the Commission has
to do according to the Professor* is to "mark time* with upward
adjustment of wagee until the unemployed ere re-absorbed in a
very short time.
The Formula.
The formula consists of picking a favourable economic period
I.e. when all Is going as well as it possibly can, and when real
wages are "normal* or as high as they can be In e period of full
employment.
The re letionchip of the basic wage In such a period to the
average wage earnings is calculated. The basic wage and all
minimum wagee* i.e. ell margins, are then adjusted upwards in

-6proportlon as the average wage earnings Increase.

There are

come proposals to streamline the curve of the index for average
wage eamtnga eo that award wagee would not be eubject to sudden
end unexpected "bumps"* but would rise in a steady regular faehlon.
But thoee details are s)lnor mat tare compared with the principle
of upward adjustment of ell award rates in keeping with average
earnings*
The Frofeeeor believes that adherence to this formula would
have the great advantage of simultaneously correcting the wage
to compensate for monetary inflation each quarter end adding to
the wage each quarter a small Increase equivalent to the eteady
Increase la production.

It would ensure that wagee kept pace

with industry's "capacity to pay**
Exports.
The formula is not to operate automatically*

Unemployment

statistics* and suitable retail price indexes (corrected to
exclude "goods rises in the price level") should be Intelligently
used to modify the wage resulting from the formula If necessary.
Also the Commission may from time te time consider It expedient to revise what Is considered "normal"*
Naturally auch matters are best understood by ecenomlets
and experts* and the Profeeeor clearly believes that it is such
experts whose advice should guide the Commission*
The Profesaor believes that everyone with any knowledge
should have the right to make either oral or written statements
to the Commission* but by the seme token he believes that mist
trede unions would coon find it ef no value to be represented in

flxing (e.g. separate Federal, State hearlnga, separate basic
wage and margins hearings* e t c ) procedures could be overcome*
Ee considers the ArbltretIon Commission is really a subordinate
legislative body of the Commonwealth Government*
The Professor expects It will take three years to convince
ell thoee in authority and the Unions that hie scheme should be
adopted.
Pert lit

THE PHOPSSSOB'S QOHHiSCT IDEAS

Governments Case Inflation
The Professor is absolutely correct to demolish the erroneous
"wages-price a-spiral11 theory or "cost-inflation" theory.
The price of e commodity fluctuates according to supply and
demand around the value ef thet commodity* and the value Is
determined by the amount of labour required to produce that commodity.
If there were Just sufficient money to circulate ell the
goods end services oa the market, then prices of commodities
would gradually come down because improved methods of production
would reduce the amount of labour required to produce a commodity,
Wegee would then buy more, I.e. the reel wage would
increase.
But such a state of affaire would not cult big business
which alms to use Increased productivity to Increase Its profits
to the maximum.

In such circumstances the employere would almost

certainly endeavour to reduce nominal wages*
To deereese nominal wagee however in these modern days,
would create tremendous political opposition.

Such a direct end

—Q—
obvious discrimination against them would incense the Unions
end lead te tremendous industrial struggles.
Big business finds it better politically to achieve the
came purpose of pegging or even reducing real wages by a ays tern
of continual monetary inflation, that le, te say, deliberately
ensuring that there le mere money than required to circulate
all commodities on the market.
It la more difficult for employees* on a union basis or any
other baels* to fight against gradually Increasing prices caused
by inflation because it hes e general effect, not aimed at
particular indue tries or groups ef employees,

inflation can only

be fought by unity of the whole movement of unions and professional
associations.
Small business men end farmers suffer by the policy of
inflation tee*

Certainly, some benefit because their mortgage ra-

peymente are paid with Inflated currency.

As againet thle, very

often they are aadd led with fixed prices (e.g. Contract prices,
falling prices for agricultural products or prices fixed by
marketing beerde* etc,) but their costs are forced up by Increased
prices of raw materia la or machinery supplied by the big monopolies.
Inflation Is the policy of the big monopolies.

It not only

suits them politically* but It favours them economically because
they can end do increase their prices aa feet or factor than the
rote of inflation, which they ere enabled to do by their very
monopoly posit1 n.

In effect, therefore* Inflation aeslsta the

monopolies to maximise their profits at the expense both of the
Industrial and white-collar wage worker* and at the expense of
the farmer end email business man.

-9In Australia Inflation also assists Federal Government revenue
because as nominal wages rise* however belatedly* limping behind
prices, the rete of taxation as fixed by scale automatically
Inoreaaea.
This facilitates loans to big monopolies from Governaont-u^^
source a (the classic example Is G**t.H.) and provision of special
harbours* roads and railways so that the monopolies ere thus
«

still further strengthened by such Government-aasisted investments.
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dthe whole process accelerates the shifting of surplus value
created by smaller businesses where there Is less meehanlsetlon to
the big highly mechanised monopolies*

Incidentally, because of

uniform taxation It alee accelerates automatically the strengthening
of the Federal Government at the expense of State and municipal
finances which remain ia a stete of permanent semi-crisis*
Naturally it ie not in the interests ef the monopolies thet
the public should realise such facta.

If they were generally

understood* public outcry would sweep away any Government which
dared te indulge In systematic monetary inflation*
Therefore* the theory of "cost-Inflation" or "wage-prices
spiral** i.e. the theory thet Inflation le caused by the increase
in costs of production (and especially by wages), Is a very
Important smoke screen for the monopolies end the Governments
which carry out their policy,
Sot it is an erroneous theory* because monetary Inflation always
ties been a matter wfctenrtne Federal Gove rnme nt cemjArpr eve nt and
always will be*
Professor Glfferd fails to show the lnter-conneotion between
monopoly policy and Government-Induced inflation* Monopoly Is
politely emitted*
But hie beslc theory on inflation is correct.

-10*HGH£ST MOSSY"
Professor Glfford saya on page 13 "«•••• any rise In the
everaRC level of costs, which happens while the supply of the
artifiles is Increasing must be due te a monetary cause* to an
Increaee In the amount of money ape at* and that any rise In the
general level ef wagee* whldh happens) during a time of Increasing
employment must also be due to the same monetary cause.

Such

eoet or wage rises should not be explained as causes of a rise
in the price level* but as effacte of monetary Inflation, part of
the rise in the price level

caused by gonetary Inflation (costs

being prices which are part of the general price level),*
At page 21: "Governments* at any time, tend to be inflationlet in policy because it makes finance eo much easier for them.
They are being encouraged, however* at the present moment* by
thoee "political" economists who advocate a rapid rate ef oapltel
development and think that it can be helped by gradual inflation,*
"liege theory seems to have been made the football of politics.
Wage increases have been used as an excuse for continuing monetary
Inflation on the one hand, and* on the other* the argument that
monetary Inflation would follow has been u»9d as a justification
for refusing certain wage Inereaees****
rage d3*"***frem 1939 to the present..*..there was a large
Increase in the totel volume of goods produced in Australia*
This would have caused the price level to fall* If It had not been
for the effect of the inereaae in money spent in Increasing the
price level....'
He then glvee supporting statistics for period 1933/39 to

-11Poroontoao Increase
*C" Series Index

203J.

"C"

excluding rent

245$

nominal weekly wage rate a

274$

Money value of national
income

604$

Averege weekly bank
clearings

979;*

"

And finally, (at page 52) after explaining that the
machinery of inflation, l*e* expansion of bank loans permitted by
the Central Bank .which is of course, Controlled by the Government)
or deficit financing by the Government itself borrowing from the
Haserve Bank, the Pio fessor deserves full marks for the following:
"The present writer dees not think that an inflationary rise
in the price level le on the whole a good thing*

he prefers end

edvoeetee a policy of honeat moray, with purchasing power
undiminished by monetary Inflation**
CB1LS jgPgWjggg
An interesting illustration of the hypocrisy associated with
the edherents of the fallacioue wagee-spiral theory le propaganda
in relation to increased child-endowment*
Slew If en "honest money* policy is te be followed* then
clearly child endowment payments ea well aa wagee* should be
increased to compensate for lees of purchasing power due to
Inflation,
The A.C.T.U., A.C.S.P.A., the labour ^erty* the Communist
Party end the Democratic Labour Party all advocate such increases.

-lfI>ut the D.L.P. spokesmen unlike the other bodies mentioned*
usuallyadvance increase In child endowment as addemand inrteaj of
wage Increases and even attack the A.C.T.U. and labour Party for
concentrating on wages Instead of child endowment*
The reasons they advance are instruction*,
argue* "are pert of the cost structure.

"^agee"* they

Increased wages therefore*

cause inflation* ao the Unions shouldn't press for wage Increases,
But child endowment le not part of the eoet structure because It
is paid out of Government revenue* therefore increased endowment
will benefit the famliyman without cause'Ing Inflation which will
take awey the benefit**
So runs the argument*

We have already dealt with the

argument that Increased wages cause Inflation,

They don't*

Monetary inflation causes both prices and wages to rise*
But* to the Professor's credit he also makes mincemeat of the
D.L.P. theory that child endowment has* mysteriously* no economic
effect.
Be say4 "the imposition of a pay-roll tax la a burden on
empioyera similar in effect to a rise in wages and diminishes their
demand for labour and their oepaclty to pay wa«es.

It would be

not unreasonable to regard the Commonwealth Pay-roll tax (£m55.2
in 1959-60) as largely paying for child endowment £m62,5 in 1959-60)
Thle wee whet Parliament Intended."
"According to this way of thinking* child endowment would have
been paid largely by wage earners who could have had higher
rinlatum and actual wagea but for the exletence of child endowment**
well said* Professor!
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It Is one thing to say that wage-earners have suffered
because there has not been an "honest money* policy of correcting
wages to compensate for Government-caused inflation.
It is another thing to say just how much they have suffered.
This matter of rseaaurement of Inflation is very important Indeed
to the wage-earner.

A distortion in the retail price index can

result In a lower real wage,
•>r, what is more serious, is that if the reta?l price index
has not sufficiently reflected inflationary price increases, wageearners are left without a proper guide as to what they are
juetifled In claiming*
A distorted retail price index in other words, een pro dace
wage injustice In the name of Justice.
To give the Professor full credit, he does not lightly dismiss
this problem, but gives careful examination to some aspectc of it*
The result* is a damning indictment of the powers-that-be
although the Professor is careful not to say so too forthrlghtly.
The Professor poses the problem in thle way; "Are wagee
worth more than in 1938-39t"

The answer varies according to the

index used.
If the *C* Series index is used* the real value of the Basic
Wage (6 Capital cities) shews en increase of 10£ as a t the end of
i960.

The Index of reel average weekly wage rates shows an

inereeee of 19$.
But If rent is excluded from the *c" series* the Commonwealth
basic wage shows a decrease of 2,6£ as at the end of i960 and

-14real average weekly wage rates show an Increase of cAy 5.9JC
over this period of 20 years*
Why this startling difference?
The traditional pre-war criticism of the *C" Series Index
by the Unions was Its omission from the regimen of certain items
of dally consumption* e.g. fresh fruit. The seasonal character*
and rapid price changes due to changing supply of such Items made
them difficult* in the writer's opinion* to be dealt with
ant 1stleally.
The Professor does not mention such matters*
But he does deal with rent.
rm COST OF SKSLTEB
The "C* aeries/1939 to end of I960 shows an increase of 222£.
*hls increase has been considerably affected downwards by the
Inclusion of rent-con trolled houses in the regisaan as a result of
whioh r&nt shows an increase of only db% in the same period.
Using census figures of 1333 &a& 1J54, the Professor estimates
fch fe

*

real rents rose in this period from 21/- tc £2.14. 7. a

minimum increase of 160^* and average home-bullding costs In
Queensland by 330$.

Average price of shelter therefore rose not by

35% but somewhere between ISO,* to 330J»*

Certainly a rente! of

1.2.14. 7, in I960 Is fantastically low and aa the Professor says*
aetata agents quote him £roag£3.10, -• to £5. -, -, for rentcontrolled houses and more for uncontrolled houses.
The Professor concludes therefore that the Inclusion of rent
from 1933 to 1330 seriously distorted the "C* series index, and
that a truer index of consumer retail prices is obtained by
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deleting rent from the *C" series.

The result is an increase of

263$. Instead of 222£ fer the *C* eerles.
In other words* the *C" series (without rent) shows an
increase over the *C" eerlea (with rent) as the Professor says,
* a little over 3* times the pre-war level*Instead of a little
over 3 times**

As a consequence, "the usual calculation of

changes In resl Income are defective when made with the help of
the °C* series index including rent"-(page 4.4 At this point the
Professor stops short.
However, really startling Implications are there for all to
draw.
It means that the cost-of-living adjustment, to the baeie
wage from 1959 to 1953 did not properly reflect the rise in the
cost-of-living*
The distortion of the "C* series statistics on rent 'cheated*
wage and salary earners of the proper upward adjustment, and the
degree of cheating increased progressively from 1939 onwards* as
real rents end housing coats departed more and more from pegged
1939 rent levels reflected In the Index*
It means that when the Arbitration court from time to tism
made a good name for iteelf by handing down a dectalon for a new
higher basic wage (as distinct from a coat-of-ltv'ng adjustment!
It was In effect only restoring cos,t-tf-jiving loses due to faulty
statistics or mainly doing this I
The total amount lot t by the wage and salary earner and -\ta
amount/from quarter to quarter due to rent distortions in the *C"
series would make an Interesting calculation*

-16ihle deception must have been known to the Government
Arbitration experts, w o nevertheless* along with the courts
continued to advance spurIoue economic theories that It is weges
that cause price increases.

If theory were not sufficient* then

the Professor* s statistics should be.

They show thet the real

purchasing power of the Commonwealth basic wage In Beeesb er* I960
was 2,6% lower than the 1959 basic wage using the *C* series
index* excluding rent, ae the measuring stick for increases of
retail prices.

But what la more damning still, Is the abandonement of the
cost-of-living adjustments in 1953, the attempted abaamt abandonment
of the "C" series index in 1960 mA

its replacement by the

Consumer Price Series index,
As soon aa rent-control hed been abandoned* and rents
previously controlled (which the "C" series had been baaed on)
began a rapid upward trend which twhen reflected in the "C" series,
would have at last given long-overdue recognition to real eoete
of shelter, the cost-of-living system was dropped!
Worse still:

The old deception in the "C" series* was

replaced by a new deception relating to housing in the new
Consumer Price Index.

The statistician tried hard to quietly

£e abandon this index last year, and employers and dally press
ere doing their utmost te "sell" the new modern streamlined
Consumer Price Index In place of (they sey) the out-moded horseand-buggy "C" -erles Index.
The professor reveals that the "weighting" given to houelng

-17In the Consumer Price index is only approximately 105 of the
total.
Be points out thet no one anywhere can get shelter fer 1Q£
of the basic wage, e.g. the basic wage for Brisbane at the end of
1960 wes £12.13*-., ten per cent of this is only £1. 6. -•

The

Professor protests mildly that - *26/-d, was far below the
average at that time," 2
"Far below* indeed! Very, very fer below*

The Professor

add$s mildly: "The smellness of the percentage weight given to the
housing element in the Consumer Price index would probably not
matter very much in normal times, but the recent peat and the
near future are abnormal In that rente have recently been in e
process of being adjusted to the monetary Inflation which hae
taken place since 1938-39 and this process is continuing."
Exactly!

To use stronger words: The Consumer Price index

continues the deception of the real extent of the rise of shelter*
The " C eerles did ao by being based on spec ifio houses
which were rent-controlled.

At the point of history when rent

controls were lifted, Just when the "C" series would hava begun to
rapidly make good this deficiency* it is replaced by the Consumer
Price IndeX*

This index is artfully constructed so that rent-

increases for 1953 onwards are again distorted* this time by the
technivue of giving a very email "weight* in the index to houeingl
So wander, the employers and the Federal Government are
barracking fer the Consumer Price Index!

Mo wonder the Frofeeeor

finds it an unsatisfactory index to use and prefers the "C" series
(recalculated by him, without rent).

Ko w nder the Consumer Price
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index shows lees of an increase than the "C* Series Index!
The Professor deserves full marks for his honeet and scientific
treatment of the *C* Series and Consumer Price indexes in relation
te the housing element,
VhGd LEGISLATION
The Professor should else receive full marks for his telling
characterisation of the Australian Arbitration system*
G If ford says that a basic wage a judgment Is "merely a piece
of legislation on the baele wage by a subordinate legislative
body ef the C mmonwealth Government "(P.vll)
The conception that arbitration on wages is or can be of e
judicial nature* that the Arbitration Court can xxwe the scales of
justice to weigh out a "juet wage", and that it has te clothe
Itself with powers of contempt of court to protect itself from adverse comment is all part of a system designed to elevate the
wage-fixing authority to an exalted position above criticism,
above polities, and above the operation of economic theory.
As f If ford sayd however, ft ju absent - "has no more authority
than the economic Ideas which form Its foundation, and one of the
chief ideaa underlying it Is the fallacious notion that raising
wages causes monetary inflation* (pvil).
He sheets the responsibility for inflation right home where it
belongs "whether the Federal Government actively causes or merely
does hot prevent monetary inflation* It la still responsible;
Is the orly body w 1 ch can cause it or prevent it"(pxi)

it

-19Horeover, he explains thet the role ef the wage-fixing
authorities is the historically humbee one of registering
existing economies' facts, rather than create history with the
scales of justice.
"Money wages** he sayd* "tend to adjust themselves to
Inflation even without a system of minimum wages* though more
showly and unevenly.

It is one of the most uaeful functions ef

wage-fixing authorities to make this change smoothly end evenly
and the easiest to perform* (lege 54),
His main complaint* In fact* the whole reason for hie formula*
and for hie book* is precisely because the courts have not been
properly exercising even thle modest role*
And to give credit where it la due* Gifford approach®a the
problem from the stand point of paying wage and salary earners,,
$he maximum possible* I.e. not merely eufflclent to compensate for
monetary inflation, but enough to take into account increasing
productivity and that all this be done quarterly without special
argument*fuam or delay.
pAfiT III?

WBEKa TUB PROFJSSSOU SRBS

"Capacity to pay?"
Despite the correct and good aspects of Professor Glfford's
work, hs clings to e number of Incorrect theories and assumptions
which prevent him from developing his positive propoeals Into a
uaeful solution*
Apart from theory, the Professor's scheme also Involves
matters of policy which run counter to the trade unions and

-20prcfesslonal and technical associations of salaried workers*
First for theoretical matters.

GIfford advanced with

approval the conception of "industry's capacity to pay wages**

,

He says this is a useful conception and gives it two
meanings•-

"It would not be unreasonable to aay that the monetary inflat- i
Ion referred to would increase the country's capacity to pay wage
and salary rates by 10^"(p,10w)
The writer believes that it le confusing to talk about
'capacity to pay' In this sense. This is limply using other
words to say that there should be an "honest money" policy
referred to in Part II above.

If inflation is the only change

G£££ord means for instance that £11. this year is now required
to pay what last yearjf was bought with £10., then of course,
there is "capacity" to pay it for all prices including wages
because £11( today) equals £10(yesterday) "In anybody's money"
as you might say.
The second meaning 0 ifford give a relates to productivity.
I.e. "an increase in a country's "capacity to pay wage rates
which results from increasing productivity helped by a suitable
monetary policy* (page 100).
This assumes a number of other economic factors wtich Gifford
simply evades altogether,or distorts.
There can, and does, occur increased productivity accompanied
by the name or even decreased production.
or recession this can be quite amrovm.

In tine*? of depression

The more uneconomic

factories can be Idle all over the countryside so increasing the

-31average productivity,

1?he raw material they could be using

stockpiling unsaleable, e.r*£ the manpower which c o l e be operating
the machines unemployed,
PROTFJCTIVHT UP. iBOPUCTIOtf DOWI*
A new feature appearing In post-war economic history Is

r
that such under-capacity production can happen even in e so-called
boom period.
Consider these facts.

F.3. economist Alvln H. 'Wisea writes

in Mew Tork Times Magazine (12/3/1/Fl) of t?.3. industry*"•••nantifaa^or-tttf' -j^tput has increasingly fallan below
manufacturing capaclty.

Ia 1^54, output fell 10/ below capacity;

In 1958 20fi9 currently the margin between capacity and utilisation
has widened to 23^*.
It la estimated that the big American ateel companies can
operete at a profit at as little as 20% of capacity*

For example,

la 1960 U.S. dtoel though operating at half capacity much of the
year, recorded Its highest yearly profit.

Thus the stain purpose

of investment in the Amerlcal steel industry is not expansion of
productive capacity and production, tut the cutting of unit eoete
end the raising of profit ability*
The

SCD:C

applies to t e U.S. automobile industry*

The same

trends ere beginning to show themselves in Austrolla, In the
automobile and coal industries, to mention but two.
In the Australian car industry, output in Key, 1961 waa 22%
lees,employment 17$ less and unsold car stocks 100* more than In
nay, i960 and the industry waa operating at about 66$ of its
capacity.

And by October, 1961 things were worse still.

-28Aocordlng to the Department of i'rede Survey written in December,
1961, the increase in employment by March* 1962 waa only expected
te be about half the increase la output over the same period,
and it wae estimated that by ttarch, 1962 total output would still
be 15* lower than In Hay, I960*
Yet* although 1961 sales fell* most list prices remained
unchanged ^aside from the varying sales tax imposed by the
Gov ernment).

Despite these gloomy prospects of "recovery* for

1962 with underoepaelty production continuing and with less workers
p%r ear eaployed* Ford* 8.&.H, and Volkswagen were proceeding with
plane for extension of production capacity.
In the Australian coal industry taking the 1959/60 to 1960/61
period for comparison there was an increase of 11$ tonnage of coal
produced with 726 leas miners than the previous year which waa
5> drop in the workforce.

Production per man-shift for underground

miners Inereeeed 12% in this one year.

The number of mines in

operation dropped from 102 to 95*
The Joint Coal

oardU report for 1360-61 said "despite the

closure of tines the industry's output had continued to increase
aad the growth In stocks had become a matter of emeern.

The

&@*ro has drawn tc the attention of the Industry the need for come
curtailment of output .*
Sow to return to Professor Gifford.

These hard facte of

modern monopoly industry aru as a closed book to him.
According to him* the capacity to pay wages m&ans the same
thing as "demand for labour*.
But in the examples juit given, the demand for labour is less

-23and yet production la* in a-nm caa*a,2®aa I e.g. u**3* Steel) and
In some cases wore (e.g. Australian Coal Industry), ^ut la both
cases productivity baa if-cr-.aaed.
Tfc& &CQHOMIC PIK THEORY
Remembering thle* hearken to the Professor:
"It is worth emphasising that an increase in productivity
is aasociated with a rising real national Income of goods and
cervices which is divided somehow between competing groups* and
competing purposes.

The more wage ^ermrt get of the economic

pie the less there Is for profits, or for the Government to spend
In building* road constructions, etc.

The more skilled wage

earners and salary workers get* the less there is available for
the basic wage earner and vice versa;

the more there is taken in

payroll tax to pay child endowment the leas there Is available to
pay cut as wages or to provide profit»*

(pa^e 69).

This sentence (which I shall call the 'economic pie1 sentence)
deserves close attention.

It is packful of implications well

worth examining*
The first implication is that - "an increase in productivity
is associated with rising real income."
The unemployed Australian coal miner* driven from hie hometownahlp through mechanisation or dos^-down of his mine* as well
as his mates lucky enough to be still in the pits, could teach
the Professor a lesson on that score.

The u.S. steel worker

lucky enough to keep his job,wculc laugh If he ware told that hla
enormously increased productivity must mean higher wages*

Using

the Professor's terminology* he would point out that the "economic

-25Just to pose these questions is to Illustrate sharply thet
the conception "economic pie9 and "capacity k> pay* la a completely
uneelentlfle one*
The anawer depends on your political position, ranging from
monopolists who use every means* including control of Governments,
to maximise their profits at one extreme, to the ordinary wage or
salary earner who expects modern industry to apply the miracles ef
modern science and provide hlmwlth a stead ly Increasing standard
of living at the other extreme*
Bather, If we were to include all definitions, there would be
a fifth definition favoured by sociallata who prefer employeeowned and controlled Industry and who therefor favour no profit at
all*
But excluding from consideration the socialist position, it
is quite clear that the conception of "capacity of Industry te pay*
adopted by the Arbitration Court In 194# in place of Justice
Biggins conception ef a "lining wage* Is an unacceptable one to the
trade unto is and whitecollar associations*
It provides no firm principle on which to base wage-fixation
nor can it be made to do so, by any Arbitration Court, because the
selection of one definition or another pre-supposes a definite
government policy which is beyond the Court to enforce.
- »<r

A M
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Professor Glfford evades this whole problem by the following
aosumptlons:Heferring again to Ike "economic pie" sentence, he jumblee
up e host of competitors fer the "pie* and the employers are made

-26to appear as if they were ranking on an equal footing in the
dispute along with a beet of other contestants*

There are

unemployed work* rs, unskilled workers, semi-skilled workers*
skilled workers* salaried worl&rs, employers* child endowees*
Governments* etc.
But the facts of the matter are that wage disputes are
between all manner of employees on the one hand* and all manner
ef employers (including Governments) on the oth*r,
fcvery Arbitration Court hearing proves it.
of a dispute between employers and employees*

It is the outcome

Moreover, both the

A.C.T.lf. and A.C.S.P.A. co-operate4nd do not compete either on
baeic wage or marginal claims, end both the A.C.T.0. and A.C.S.P.A.
favour increased child endowment.
With his Idee that "capacity of industry to pay" la the same
thing as the "demand for labour" which c&n be discovered by
looking to the market Just like the demand for enters or
automobiles^

The Professor hidev the problem of profits completely.

it Is extraordinary that In a book of 180 pa^es crammed full
of statistics on wage* and inflation, there it- not a single feet
produced about profits. Hew the Professor can maneg? to produce
^-ff.M*^B of charts* tables and graphs on every sabjeefc connected
with wages and yet skate all around the examination of profits
which is a subject lying at the very heart of the problem is a
wonder Indeed!
Apart froK the quotation already mentioned there Is another
similar quotation In which jroflfct? rate a bare sent!on:
"Minimum wage fixing le contentious, It Is part of a
question of influencing the distribution of income between

-87employed and unemployed, between wage earners tnd employers*
between unskilled, skilled and salaried workers;

it is also a

question of how Government capital expenditure will be affected
and the rttte ef investment tr. pxivutt in&ustrjV

A/id then the

rrofessor commenta "Ho wege-flxlnf judgment can be purely telent1fie depending
merely on knowledge;

it mast be af foetid by the social ideale of

the wage-fixing authorities,,..,e (page 71)
Just so Professor.'

The "social lsieal4* oi what profits are

reasonable, and whether employers should be permitted by Governments
to operate Industries uad«*r capacity* or to us* their monopoly
position to raise prices beyoad the reach ef potentially fuller
markets, all have a bearing oa what "economic pie" that Industry
can be aade to provide*
In addition to these two quotations the Professor has two
small sections, each about o«e page,

Both entitled the same -

*?he margin of prof 1 tablenose* which turns out to be discourses
on elementary theory for students for which the book was originally
written,
"what courts should consider la not the else of profits
in the past twelve months* not the rate of profits in the last month
not an aocurete forecast of how profits would

move over the next

twelve months If wages remained the same and not even how employment
would be effected in the short run but how profits, employment and
unemployment would be affected In the long run by a rise In minimum
wagee In whatever situation is developing as regards increasing
productivity and monetary expansion"

(page 61),

-28WellJ

That lets the Court out!

Bo statistics whatever ere

required en profits, but volumes of statistics are required on
wages* unemployment and productivity!
toot

It lets the Professor out

The next two paragraphs follow with hypothetical questions

of what "might" happen in hypothetical industries - no less than
twelve "mights* in two paragraphs.
But not a eingle fact, nor table nor crart nor graph.
Contrasted with t*-ia the Professor, for example, spends e
whole chapfeer with voluminous statistics on "4re ^a^ee Vforth More
than In 1333-39?*

Very good,

But why, Professor, did you not heve a chapter - "Are Profits
«erth Mere Than In 1933?" ?

It "might" have lead you into en

Investigation ef growth of monopoly in this country and this
"might" htve shown their profits expanding at a far greater rete
than is good te be known.

In turn, this "might" have lead you to

the conclusion that control of profits should accompany control of
wages, and that "ralrht" be carrying criticism of the powers-thet-be
farther than yeu "might*5 have cared!
From the Frefessor's entirely theoretical dissert ion not on
profits but on the "margin of profitableness" we learn that*
confronted with a wage increase. If a monopolist were unable to
sell as much when he passed on the wage Increase In the form of
higher prices it *wouid pay him to produce less wlfjj fewer
employees.** (page 51)
According to the Professor therefor In the case of "monopolist!
we have to consider what it would "pay the monopolist* best to do
to jtxBxxata preserve his "margin of profltablenoss**

Pleased on't

29bother to enquire how much those profits are!

Please dan't stop

to aak whether he Is entitled to sack thousands of workers!
Bo doubt It "pays" the 17,3. steel monopolist at times to
operate at 50% capacity, and throw Idle not only plant but the
employees who could be using that plant to produce a very much
bigger "economic pie" to uae the Professor1s terminology.
What does the Professor say to this question?
Pitm

TO FULL gyfLOTrT.BT

Having evaded an actual examination of monopoly profits* the
Profeesor neatly side-steps the effect of monopoly on employment
by the calm easumptlen that now-a-daya there can never be eny
un
serious "recession/employment", which he relegates to the "bad
old days* (see page 52). In - "Occasional abort periods of
resceaslon and recovery*•*,.,.unemployment may rise to 3 or 4 or
& psr cent." but no mere.
The Professor is referred to a report issued in ^areh 1960 by
the U.S. Special Senate Committee on Unetaploynent Problems which
concludes:
"The problem of unemployment will assume Tzr greater
proportions in the next ten years unless dscislve action is taken*
after each of the last tfer#e recessions the rate of unemployment
was higher than It h«d been before the recession".
Aid , to be more statistical, the statement by President
Kennedy'a Council of economic Advisers in Hareh, 1561 "•••the three successive upswings f r m 1949 to 1960 lasted
forty-five* thirty-five and twenty-five months respectively*

In

-30eleven months of the first of these unemployment fell below 3$.
In the second it dropped to about 4% and in the third only to
about 5$.

A continuation of this trend is evident In the present

upswing**
So* if the Professor looks to America instead of Australia*
he will see that his estimated maximum of %% unemployment for a
recess ion period has already in that country beeone a f>% minimum
of unemployment in the boom periods, which are lasting less end
lose*
In other wards* unemployment la mass unemployment ttmfr lees
than 2 million ranging up te 5 or 6 million la recessions (official
statistics) and is therefore chronic,
u.S* Secretary of Labour* Arthur J, Goldberg asserts that at
least 7 million new jobs representing a 14$ increase In the gross
national product would have ta be created in 1962 to eves reduce
uner ploy mis nt to 4J»*

i3ut she annual overall increase in production

in the beat of times in post-war America is only something like
oetf
*

*

,

•

-

•

Fro* thle It can be seen that aa long aa American Unions
tolerate the giant corporatione operating at chronic undereepeelty
they are tolerating alao chronic unemployment*
Of course this question leads on to problems of the world
market.

For the capitalist this ia a serious matter.

The herd

facta aro that the Socialist countries do not have unemployment,
do not have inflation in peacetime, do notfaavc>overproduction or
underoapaeity, do not have ineoluble trading problems, whereas most
capItal 1st countries are sui faring from most or all of these
maladies*

-31The Professor believes that these problems are soluble In
Australia.

He is entitled to his belief and to his formula for

correction, but surely he cannot fail to sree that what is happening
in America now can happen tomorrow in Australia* all the more so
since America is actively concerned to see that Australia loses Its
Commonwealth preference^ trading adventager when Britain enters the
Coalmen Markets
In place of Comreoweelth preferences. President Kennedy has
called. In effect for a aystea of preferences between the enlarged
Common Market bloc of c&vntrlcs end America herself.
Tfce writer believe? tfctt whatever aeesurea «rn taken to assist
trading outlets within the "Western world* can provide only e very
temporary eolation to tho problem of unemployaant, if tfiey provide
a solution at all.

This la because such -Javelopments can only

oe at the expense of the ruination of tens of thousands ef small
and aiddle-sised businesses and farmers whioh cannot stand up to
the competition of the giant .vonopolles in a world without tarrlfH
er Import restrictions*

?--jch a "eolation* may save the necks of

the big monopolies at tho cost of cutting off the necks of the
smaller concerns along with the workers employed by them*
The writer believes that a temporary solution would be provided
by total disarmament by agreement between all the great powers, end
trade with the Socialist aontyjsx countries, thus diverting the
enormous burden of armaments Investment to peacetime uses and
providing a steadier overseas mar&st (l*e* a bigger "economic pie*)
But even that cannot provide a permanent solution bacause
capitalist economies c&nnrt avoid overproducing at regular intervals
no matter what dree tic temporary maasuree are adopted*

-32It is clear that the Professor does not subscribe to such ideas
Hor

may the reader fully subscribe to them, because whether you

do or not depends, ass the Professor might gay, en the "social ideal
which you hold.

The monopolist nutt have a different view to the

wage earner on such issues.

And there are always people (although

their numbers are declining) who refuse to examine anything to do
with socialist countries, beeaus* It is eneonforfceble to upset
previously-held political conviction**
However, It is equ-elly clear that the Professor cannot sit on
the fence and pretend he has produced a watertight scheme for
doubling real income* s^.onp with full employment without feeing up
te these wovtl-shaklnr economic developments.

To revert ©nee more to the Professor's "economic pie* sentence.
He says - *,,,an Increase In productivity is associated with a
rising reel national income cf goods."
It may be protested that we have done Glfford an Injustice,
We have

reduced figures from the ^r<erloan scene to refute the

assumption that an Increase in productivity must meen increasing
production.

Gifford'a book, however, concerns Australian not

American capitalism.
But Gifford himself eg peals to American statistics to verify
Australian statistics In a closely related subject in whioh he
advances a new theory which lies at the very core of his formula
for wage adjustment,
Ae explained In Pert I the Professor states that volume of
production per person in Australia 1939 to 1960, l,e. productivity

-33has increased 475» i M real average, wage earnings have alee
Increased 47$.
Boeders not versed in scientific mef od might well Jump to
the conclusion from thle that the whole of the Increased rational
product due to increased productivity had gone to wage and salary

This* of course, would not ba eorreet, although the simple
reader would be well excused hie mistake because when it eomee to
profits the Professor here, as elsewhere* Is strangely silent*
Assuming that industry was operating at 100$ capacity then
an averaged pereentege Increase in productivity would result in
a similar percentage increase In national production. Therefore*
given a 47£ increase in productivity and a 17,1 Increase in average
wage earnings* there must be alao a A.1% Increase In profits*
Ihe Professor refers to the Index of overage wage earnings
"as a kind of index of prosperity" i page *^) and ma«es it the basis
of hla quarterly wage-adjustment scheme*
"The beet line for wage-fix ing authorities to follow ia to
make the same pereentege adjustment for increasing prosperity to
all minimum wages and salaries.

t:m lnorea*Y>j? prosperity working

with the existing labour supply is reflected !n a rise in average
wage earnings which* considered aljngwlth unemployment statletlcs,
provides a basis for the beet general guide to raising minimum
wages and aalarles" (page 69),
How tula la all very well, but, of the two component parts into
w-.ich the national income la divided profit* and wages, why did the
Profeeaor pick average wage/p earnings as a "prosperity" barometer?
Why did he not take jtxaxx profits?

He could equally well have a aid

-34fsr Australia* that since 193** productivity has gone up 47%,
profits have gone up 47* therefor let us use an Index of profits
and for every percentage increase in profits let us adjust all
minimum wages by the same percentage.
And according te Gifford* tho same relationships apply for
America - *Sow in manufacturing in Australia and the Jnlted States
average value of production pwe person employed or engaged has
moved very closely for the last two decades with average earnings
p-3T employed or engaged person In manufacturing

(page 65),

Why then* could we not take profits as our "measure ef
prosperity* and adjust wages accordingly?
Strange that the rrofeeaor who gives the appearance of
angle
looking at every problem from every possible exgex hadn't even
mentioned thle possibility!
Why has the Professor so assiduously throughout the book
cultivated the magicians art of directing the audience's attention
to productivity and average wage earnings, while he hidee profits
up his sleeve?
There is a reason.

Examination of profits alongside wage

ear:inia would have brought the collapse of his neat little scheme
of fixing the basic wage as a percentage of average wage earnings.
And this Is not only a practical question.

Per the Professor,

It Is a key question of his whole theory of wages*
He says - "the increase In average money earnings of all
employees in factories has been ve rye lose to the increase in the
average value of production per employee.

The seme Is shown for

the United Stetes of America,•***lhls cloae correspondence of
movement of actual average wage earnings and the value of produe-

•36—
challenge.

He does not examine actual volume of commedltes

produced per worker.

Be objects that such an index couldn*t be

used for wage-fixing purposes because productivity of an industry
varlea greatly from "sample tc sample* of the industries aeleeted.
(pege 65).
But surely Professor, If it is possible for example to
"weight*4 the different samples of the Itema Included In the regimen
ef the *C" aeriea ef pricea and add them together to make an
index* it iepoaaible te "weight" the different industries a M

add

volume-per-head figurea together to obtain an average?
The Professor else objects • *A volume of production per head
Index baa to be compared with a real wage inr.ex but wage-fixing
authorities have to fix money wages directly* (page 65).
Really Professor*,

Thou doet protest too much!

series Index Itself is not a wage Index either.

The *€"

When the Court

used it to adjust wages they wortod out the percentage relatlenehlp
of the index number to the wage they had set, and provided thet
aey change in the *C" aeries index number should lead to an
equivalent change In the wages by restoring the a m* percentage*
Olfford, therefore, although capable of painstaking and
useful work In re-constructing the *C" series (without rent) for
example, and calculating real wage Increases as ao oorreoted bya
better retell price Index, dismissed the construction of a genuine
Index of volume of commodities per person (I.e. productivity) as
impossible.
Instead he eaye* talking ef an index of volume of production
per employee in factories • "There le no such statistical series
available in Austral le coverlet fche period 1933-39 to 1959-60*

Th»

-38roallsed by the products, and other costs of production apart
from wagee* (page 60).
And even more explicitly - "In such circumstances "(i.e.
increase in productlvlty)"if the Federal Government allowed or
encouraged sufficient monetary expanalon, the price level could be
kept from falling aa It would otherwise do* (page 55)*
And further - "•••from 1939 to the present•«••there was a
large lnereaae in the total volume of goods produced in Australia.
This would have caused the price level to fall* if It had not
been for the effect of the increase In money spent in Increasing
the price level* (page 23).
Therefore* Professor* by your own worde you have proved
^and correctly so), that If correction Is made for monetary
Inflation, you would find a "falling price level" per commodity
wherever you have increased productivity and this is associated
with an Increased volume of such commodities.
The total *value" of production based on prices and corrected

by monetary inflation therefore must increase at a slower rate than
the total *volume" of production.
Therefore productivity as calculated by the mothods used by
the Professor la understated. I.e. the true average vjlume of
production pm* head must have increased by more than 47j£*
How If total volume of production has Increased commensurate
with the Increase In productivity (which Is the Professor's
assumption) then the total increase in yearly national Increment
has been more than 47^.
Bow, if one of the two components, wagee. hee Increased only
by «?* **°* t M s it follows that the other component* profit^

-39hac Increased even more again than tas Increase In productivity*
If the ^TQf*99&r had produced profit figures they would no
doubt have confirmed this and destroyed bis neat equalitarIan
47% increase all-round argument.
Banco no profit flguree.

Hence no examination of the history

of distribution of the national income.
As to the national income, the Professor's little trick of
mixing up Government expenditure - roads, social cervices* child
endowment, etc** - for a share of the "economic pie" along with
employers and employees camnot be taken seriously.

Having talon

their share of the pie, the workers put back portion of it into
the pie-diah (i.e. income and sales taxes, etc*) and the employers
put baek a portion of lt(company tax* payroll tax* etc*) se that
Government expenditure, is a secondary re-dlstributlon of the
national income.

Interesting and Important as the subject of

taxation la, it Is net dealt with by the Professor* sod should
not be intruded to eonfuss the Issue of wage-ftxatton which concerna
the primary distribution of the national Income,
According to the Professor's own showing, therefore, by
extending the implications of his own argument into the fielde
where he remains strangely silent, the employers have taken a
greater increase since 1947 than the employees*
WHOM POLICE
«eMHwemmaea>a»aemaMaw*aa«mmmmm<

If the trade union movement and the movement of professional
and technical associations therefore were to accept the rrofeaaas»»a
formula the percentage increases they would be demanding, l.«
thfl«e equivalent to average wgg» earningrs, would be lower than.

-404
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*l incrjeaces in productivity, and ztill lever than increases la

profits*
To accept the Professor's magic formula la to aeeopt an
inbuilt aystarn Whereby the wa&e and salary earner*g in comma would
Increase lest and less relatively to Com? any leer*- returns*
The unions and associations of employees never can submit to
economic formulae aa a basis for wage fixing*
The cornerstone of the approval both of the A.C.T.U. and the
A.C.S.P.A, is that the minimum wage should be a wage which can
provide fer the employee and his family a reasonable standard of
living,

A reasonable standard must take into consideration the

mass-ppoduccd comforts veil eh modern Industry can now supply in
sufficient quantity for all to enjoy.
To keep up that standard, the minimus wage mast be adjusted
to compensate for price changes In the goods purchased by the
wage earner.
And what Is a "reasonable standard* is to be determined in
the llgfcfc of what Industry can produce at its peak, and not
restricted by under-capacity operation of industries accompanied
by unemployment.
The Anions' approach, in a word, has always been and must
remain a humanitarian approach.

They say;

This lowest-paid

worker must be given enough to buy a well-built comfortable house
properly equipped, have enough food, clothing, transport and edueatlon for hlmsalf and his faMly,/have enough for recreation and
a vacation.

Modern Industry can produce tti

We demand it!

That lo the attitude of the rank and file union member
whether he le industriel or w M t*—collar*

-41The union advocate In the Court may produce thle or that
formula In support but the formula le not the principle.
And any formula, such as Professor GIfford produces, which,
however smart Its appearance, would operate to leave the employee
behind in comparison to the employer, must be rejected*
Svem the comparatively simple cost-of-living adjuetment
scheme, aa has been shewn* based on the "C" series index* distorted
and understated the extent of price rises, se that the union
movement had te step in from time to time end campaign for increases over-and-above the quarterly adjustment.

But such dis-

tort ions* serious ae they were* were like a reek compared to what
the Professor proposes.
Once shift off the ground of a humanitarian* reasonable wage*
plus a price adjustment system to keep it that way* and you are
on te shifting sonde*
Once accept the Professor's Idea of a prices adjustment te
wages which responds only to price increases due to monetary
inflation and not to increases due to e declining supply* and the
reel wege is eiaHsP&y thrown at the mercy of monopoly undercapacity production which can "jack-up" prices by manipulating
the supply*
Once accept the Professor's calm assumption (p. 36) that
increase in wages is mere important ta employees than a reduction
In the working week* end the Union movement is throwing aside a
most important measure which would partially relieve the pressure
of over-production and unemployment*

-41-^
ito ia Ufe^gagjp^-iafr^r-aauee xnla or th
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La in support but the formula la not the principle.

AndNany formula* such ae Professor Glfford produces* which*
te appearance* would operate to leave the employee
toiaparfeon to the employer, must be rejected*
romparsHvaly simple onet-of-living adjustmei
ie, as has been a h o w n ^ b a s e d oa the *C" series index,
distorted end

the extent of price rises, \ao

thejt the Union movement had'so s t e p H n from time to time
quarterly
eaajpalgn for increases over-and-above tnXjixamJtxx^ adjust
But such die tortious, serious aa they were*
eo^aregV to w M t the Professor proposes,
Dnco/shift off the ground of a Wunamitarlan* reasonable W a g e *
p l * s / 4 / pprice
r
adjustment system to Irnep it that way, and y b x a^e
Lfblng
orif te sfal:
Once accept the ir«>i*saur*s ill-defined uneeientlf le
conception of "capacity of industry to pay wages'** and the Union
movement could find itself driven into the position of accepting
e reduction in real wages en the grounds that there w a s lees
"economic pie* te go roundbeeause of recession or chronic u n d e r capacity operation of industry due to a dosen different causes*
As for the Professor's hopeful oracle about real living
standards doubling la 31 years pronounced right on the eve o f
Britain's entry into the Common market* one can only recall the
1920's*
Bight on the eve of the crash of the 1930 «e Henry POrd was
advocating a policy of high wagee which would abolish economic
arises for e v e r !

-42Profeesor, use your knowledge to help the Unions'
application*, but do not expect them to follow you Into the
pipe-dreams of a ay stem of private production which can never
suffer from overproduction and crisis!
klONi INTO
*i&mi\ Jgg LAMB
A* the Professor comes bouncing on to the stage Sn the first
few pages of his book he eoat&s roaring like a s£?j»$» appealing to
all tough unionists to follow hla fighting lead*
"The Trade Union moverasnt should not take the 1961 Basle
Wage Judgment lying down!" he exlaime* (page vii)
those!

Strong words

Unionists who haven't "lain down* under Court Judgments

in the past have found themselves in gaol or fined!
But by the time the Professor has finished his book he le
bleating like a lamb appealing to the .employers * "the working of
this scheme for wage and salary fixation would not mean any great
extra burden on employers because It would merely mtMe minimum
wages and salaries rise aa much aa the average level of wages
end salaries had already risen recently under the free competition
of employers.* (page 102-103).
And Indeed, come to thlnkef It, If minimum wages are to be
tied to average earnings It would not be either a great burden on
employers nor a great benefit to employees,

Part of the Professor'

scheme la that over-award payments should be slowly whittled down
to the slowly Increasing mm minimum award rates, so that the
Increases for some unionists would be at the expense of looses for
others*
There may be some who think that It would be a good scheme tf

-43have workers * standards moving up as fast as those of the top
executives, whose salaries ar© included in the average wage
earnings index*
But the fact ia that raodsraestyle top executives do not
get their extra benefits in the form of salaries.
Hydge's BuaInsaa Journal has just published a book called
"Tax Planning for Australian Gempanies*bir C.H. Fieldhouse LIB.
Part 2 entitled "Tax Breaks for Coaip«my Executives* is devoted to
ways and means of paying executivea other than by salary*
As the book's advertisement explains "Adequately remunerating
eeaior executives isfcotiuya vary groat problem - tht more such
men tf 9 peSd by their company* the more they loee theeiselv-ee in
tax*

*•'**> posltlwii soon arrives where* to the individual* an

increase in salary of even &10bO« a year la hardly worfeh having*
Consequently it ia necessary for eoe-ipanies* in order to retain the
enthusiasm of senior executives, to devla* incentiveA £hat are tax
deductible for th* oompanybut do not involve the executives
per son al 1 y in P ny c v.r. 1t ion a 1 tax payment a • *
There follows a cross-section of the "fringe-benefits*
Including rent-free housing - company-paid family vacations overseas travel - discount buying - entertainment allowances earn - home-financing programmes - split-cost travel - subsidised
share purchases - trusts for executive's children - tax-free
retlr .iieut income**
The standards of the favoured highly-paid few therefore are
not reflected in the index of average earnings because they are
not In the form of salaries,
Th« Pvofaanor'a •chome therefore, which leaves out of account

-44tbe thriving state of company returns* ia bound to leave out of
account .also an Increasing tendency to hide fro?- the Tax
Department the reel remunercticn ot the top executives*
Professor Glffordl

You have started something!

You have

thrown down a challenge to examine your scheme* so here le a
challenge in return!
Finish what you >»«ve started!
"The Growth of Profits 1939-1960"!

Writs a new chapter entitled Construct se&e productivity

figures based on volume of actual eeaiisoditlee produced per head!
Tell us how the Rational ir co&e b&s been divided between employer
end employee 1939*1960 and don't confuse the issue with taxation
and Governments getting p*rt of the pie!
And, finally, Professor a chapter on how you propose to
deal with monopolies who would upset your scheme by operating
under-capacity!

-37beet that can be done to get a rough idea for this period le to
take the statistics of value of production per person engaged apd
deflate the aeries to get rid of the effect of monetary inflation
on the value figures" (page 57).
Km
FAULTY METHOD
Now that method is useless and cannot give a correct estimate
of average increase of productivity and the figure of 47^ Increase
in productivity cannot be correct.
The reason is that value is taken as the sales price of the
commodity, but the tales price per unit commodity (if corrected for
monetary inflation) tends to drop.

In plain language, the

application of modern technique to production cheapens the commodity
This proeeee has been hidden partly because Monopolies, at the
»

expense of other Industries, have bolstered up theiprices of their
commodities* but mainly because of the persistent Increase in all
prlcea due to monetary inflation.
The Professor himself admits tt.ls by implication when he
eaya - "Increasing productivity, associated with enough monetary
expansion tc prevent the price level from falling *(aic)*resuits in
en Increase of total business receipts* (page 68).
Indeed the fact thatNvolume* of commodltea produced le one
thing and the price per commodity is another is admitted by the
Professor himself;
*An inoreaae In the volume ©f goods produced Is one of the
things Influencing total money receipts and therefore capacity to
pay* but It is only one among a number which Includes the prices

-^saamT , Afiat^iA *F<5/«i -©<*'
-44the thriving state of company returns* ia bound te leave out of
- account .also an Increasing tendency to hide fror-: the Tax
Department the real remuneration of the top executives*
Professor Glffordl

Tou have started something!

You have

thrown down a challenge to examine your scheme* se here is a
challenge in return!
Finish what you >iave started!
"The Growth of Profits 1333-1360"!

Writs a new chapter entitled
Construct sore productivity

figures based on volume of actual eeaunodlties produced per head!
Tell us how the national income baa been divided between employer
and employee 193^-1960 and don't confuse the issue with taxation
and Coveramenta getting pert of the pie!
And, finally, Profeaaor a chapter on how you propose to
deel with monopolies who would upset your scheme by operating
under-capacity!

-37bast that can be done to get a rough idea for this period Is to

take the statistics of value of production per person engaged ape

deflate the series to get rid of the effect of monetary Inflatlor
on the va&ie figurea* (page 57).
max
FAULTY METHOD
Now that method ia useless and cannot give a correct eatimet

of average inereaae of productivity and the figure of 47> lncreas
In productivity cannot be correct.
The reason is that value ia taken aa the sales price of the
commodity, but the aalea price per unit commodity (If corrected f
monetary inflation) tende to drop.

In plain language, the

application of modern technique to production cheapens the eornmod
This proceaa baa been hidden partly because Monopolies, at the

expense of other lnduatriea, have bo litered up thelprlcea of thel
commodities, but mainly because of the peroiateot Inereaae in all
prleea due to monetary inflation.
The Professor himself remits this by Implication when he
aays - "Increasing productivity, asaoclated with enough monetary
axpanalon fee prevent the price level from falling "(alc)"results
an Inereaae of total buelneae receipts" (page 63).
Indeed the fact thet"volume" of commodltes produced is one
thing and the price per commodity la another ia admitted by the
Profeaaor himself:

*An Increase in the volume of gooda produced la one of th<
thlnga Influencing total money receipt a and therefore capacity to
pay, but It la only one among a number which include a the prleea

